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The wireless capsule endoscopy is a modern mean for an invasive examination
of the digestive tract. This paper deals with the features of the information transfer
implementation between the wireless capsule and the receiver, which are the part of the
“Landish” capsule endoscopic complex. The benefits and the shortcomings of usinguni-
and bidirectional communication in the capsule are discussed, a reasonable choice in
favor of the unidirectional communication is made. The various options of the integrity
control and the recovery are analyzed and experimentally verified. For reasoning the
choice between the noiseless coding and the use of the checksum we carried out an
experiment on influence of their implementation on the energy consumption of the
endoscopic capsule. It was found that the noiseless coding considerably reduced the time
of an autonomous work of the capsule that is why the checksum was selected.

Keywords:data transmission between the capsule and the receiver,
communication, radiofrequency protocol, communication implementation algorithms.

The wireless capsule endoscopy is a
modern method of the gastrointestinal tract
diagnosis with the help of a small ingestible
capsule with aninbuiltcamera1-5. The capsule
swallowed by the patient passes through the
digestive tract taking the images of the inner walls
and transmits them to the receiver.Then the dataare
processed on a computer using special software
recognizing morphological changes and
pathologies6-8.

This diagnostic area is promising, the
research and development to improve the technical
performance of the capsule endoscopic complexes
are maintained in different directions: improving

the recognizing software2, 6, 8-9, the capsule control10-

12, the lighting system10,13, the transmitter/receiver
elements14-15, etc.

The issue of the image exchange between
the capsule and the receiver is particularly relevant,
since their completeness influence among other
the diagnosisaccuracy. This is discussed in many
scientific articles, for example, Ding et al. present a
wireless power transfer and bidirectional data
communication system for capsule endoscopy16.
Carta and Puers propose a wireless power and data
transmission for a robotic capsule endoscope17.
In18 authors describe a Wi-Fi based transmission
technology for wireless capsule endoscopy that
potentially allow to use the common Android mobile
phone or iPad as the endoscopic receiver.

The proposed solutions provide the
communication between the capsule and the
receiver to transmitthe images, the control
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commands, etc. However, they are often energy-
consuming, which reduces the capsule operation
time and has a negative impact on the examination
results. There is also a likelihood of the substantial
data loss.

This article describes the implementation
of the data packets transfer for the developed
“Landish” capsule endoscopic complex. This
approach will take into account the existing
shortcomings in the imagetransfer methods and
will help to select the optimal solution for the
endoscopic complex.

The idea was previously discussed at the
Annual International Conference on Biologically
Inspired Cognitive Architectures 2016.
Communication realization algorithms

There are two possible algorithm of
communication implementation between the
capsule and the receiver:
• on the basis of the unidirectional
communication, when the endoscopic capsule has
a radiotransmitter, and a device that receives images
of the digestive tract obtained by the capsule –
radio receiver (Figure 1);
• on the basis of the bidirectional
communication, when the receiver may also send
the configuration data on the capsule (set light-
emitting diodes‘(LED) brightness, change
resolution, etc.). At that the channel may be either
symmetrical (having the same capacity in both
directions) or asymmetric (when the capacity in
the capsule ’! receiver direction is higher than the
capacity in the receiver ’! capsule direction, since
the volume of the data sent during the configuration
of the capsule is significantly less than the volume
of the images coming in the opposite direction).
See Figure 2.

Note, that this is not the only option –the
waiting configuration information by thecapsule
can take place parallel to the main work cycle
consisting of exposition and image sending or
between the sending oftwo images.

The example of a commercial product,
which uses the bidirectional data exchange is an
endoscopic capsule Jinshan OMOM. In the
capsule Jinshan OMOM the receiver sends one of
two commands– adjust the LEDs‘brightness and
the image resolution (the first is caused by the lack
of the automatic matrix adjustment and/or the
brightness of the LEDs based on the obtained

images, and the second – by the presence of the
opportunities to increase the image resolution,
however, significantly reducing the data transfer
rate to 0.5 fps)19-20

Table 1 shows the benefits and the
shortcomings of these methods in relation to the
developed wireless endoscopic capsule.

Making a decision about the necessary
settings before the procedure is trivial, but the
ability to use an asymmetric antenna system
(focused on the transfer, rather than on the
reception) is a significant advantage. At the same
time the advantages of the bidirectional
communication are leveled by the functional
requirements for providing the higher resolution
and the data rate at the higher power consumption.

Thus, at this stage it would be appropriate
to use a unidirectional communication.
Features of radio frequency protocol

Let us consider the features of the radio
frequency protocol implementation in terms of
reliability of packets delivery and monitoring of
their correctness (integrity).

Each radio channel can be characterized
by the so-called Bit Error Rate (BER). This quantity
is the probability of the error in a randomly selected
bit. In fact, the bit error probability is uneven for
different bits, however, through the statistical
experiment the average value is calculated21

BER is the most important characteristic
of the reliability of the data transmission over the
air. In general, BER is determined by the signal
level at the receiver, the transmitter and the receiver
quality. Thus, for fixed transmitter and receiver it
is possible to plot a dependency graph of BER on
the signal strength at the receiver.

There are non-radiotechnicalmethods for
improving BER characteristics: using of noiseless
coding (e.g., Reed-Solomon22), which adds
redundant bits but allows to recover the original
message in the case of a single or repeated
(depending on the number of redundant bits) error.

Also, for tasks that are not data-loss
critical but critical to their incorrectness we can
used thechecksum – redundant bits calculated from
a controlled set of bits ensuring that when an N-
multiplicity error occurs (presence of N incorrect
bits, where N depends on the number of the
redundant bits and the algorithm used), the
checksum recalculationwill lead to a different result.
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Fig. 1. The capsule and the receiver
operation in unidirectional communication

Fig. 2. The capsule and the receiver operation
in bidirectional communication

Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of uni- and bidirectional communication.

Communication Advantages Disadvantages
method

Unidirectional Does not require a doctor’s decision on capsule No possibility to adjust the capsule
settings before the procedure.Simplification operation for the target research area
of the antenna system. before the procedure.

Bidirectional Allows to adjust the capsule to the target Requires a doctor to make a decision
research area (to increase the resolution of the before the capsule swallowedMore
intestine or the speed for the esophagus complex algorithm of workMore
and the stomach) complex antenna system

Thus, the data recovery will not be possible but
the set of the received bits can be verified and
discarded or put into operation (with a certain
probability the checksum of the correct and the
incorrect control set may coincide, however, the
order of this probability can be estimated as BERN

that, for example, for the CRC16 algorithm and BER
that equals 10-4 is equal to 10-64).

The last tool to providethe reliability of
the communication is the use of the protocol with
confirmation when the transmitter ensures
retransmission of the next set of bits when the
receiver has not confirmed it for some time.

It is possible to use the combinations of
any two or all three methods creating the

communication system with different properties
for different applications. Table 2 showsthe
properties of the communication systems that
implement the methods listed above and
combinations thereof to determine their
applicability in the capsule endoscopy.

As can be seen from Table 2, the selection
between the items 1-2 and 4-5 can be made only by
an experiment.

The experiment provides a collection of
statistical data on losses by using the methods 1,
2, 4, 5 in equal physical conditions (use of the
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Table 2. Features of the communication systems that implement various methods of BER improving.

Method/ System properties
combination

1 Noiseless coding Delivery of each packet is not guaranteedBER is improved by one to two orders
2 Checksum Delivery of each packet is not guaranteedProbability of packet loss is equal to

BER*N, where N – number of bits in a packetProbability of incorrect data receipt
is extremely small

3 Confirmation Requires bidirectional communicationDelivery of each packet is guaranteed
BER does not changePossibility for receiving data from the air

4 Noiseless coding Delivery of each packet is not guaranteedBER is improved by one to two orders
and checksum Probability of packet loss is equal to BER*N, where N – number of bits in a packet

Probability of incorrect data receipt is extremely small
5 None Probability of incorrect data receipt is equal to BERDelivery of each packet is not

guaranteedPossibility for receiving data from the air

Fig. 3. Scheme of the experiment to determine the
optimal method to improve the reliability of the radio

channel
Fig. 4. The capsule and the receiver mockup

same hardware, the spatial configuration of the
antenna system) with a change at the software
level. The experiment was carried out, starting with
the simplest mechanism that does not use any of
the methods of BER improving (line 5,Table 2) in
the direction of complexity – the use of the
checksum, the use of the noiseless coding, andthe
combination of the noiseless coding and the
checksum.

The experiment was carried out according
to the scheme is shown in Figure 3, the software
uploaded into the endoscopic capsule mockup
was modified. The number of the incorrectly
transmitted images was calculated. The imagewas
considered as an incorrect if the JPEG format was
broken that was determined automatically by the
software. Since JPEG is a compressed image and
has a certain structure of storage, the inability of
the correct processing of this structure can be

regarded as an indirect sign of an error in image
transmission over the air. The transition from BER
to the images was carried out deliberately, because
the images are the result of the system performance.

The first experiment involved the transfer
of the images without using the checksum and
noiseless coding. The results are shown in Table
3.

The second experiment involved the
transmission of the images using the checksum,
the check of whichallowed to discard the packets
containing error (Table 4).

The results may seem inconsistent with
the hypothesis that the probability of the packet
loss while using the checksum is higher than the
probability of damage of a single bit without the
checksum use. However, there emerged another
effect – without the checksum it was likely to
receive the data from the air (the source of which is
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Table 3. The experiment without control
and recovery mechanisms.

Total Number of Percentage
number incorrect
of images images

16500 75 0.45%
16600 28 0.17%
15600 48 0.31%
16100 56 0.35%

Table 4. The experiment using checksum

Total Number of Percentage
number incorrect
of images images

15660 2 0.01%
15656 6 0.03%
15685 3 0.02%
16381 9 0.06%

Table 5. The experiment without control
and recovery mechanisms in an anechoic

chamber

Total Number of Percentage
number incorrect
of images images

16660 1 0.0006%
16754 1 0.0005%
15985 2 0.001%
16240 1 0.0007%

Table 6. The experiment with the use of
the Reed-Solomon noiseless coding

Total Number of Percentage
number incorrect
of images images

16260 4 0.02%
16114 3 0.02%
15892 3 0.02%
15986 3 0.02%

Table 7. The experiment with the use of
the noiseless coding and the checksum

Total Number of Percentage
number incorrect
of images images

16182 3 0.02%
16410 3 0.02%
16323 3 0.02%
15984 3 0.02% Fig. 5. Scheme of the experiment to determine the

influence of the noiseless coding on the capsule
power consumption

not an endoscopic capsule). To confirm this
hypothesis, we repeated an experiment with the
images transmission without the checksum in an
anechoic chamber, the walls of which absorb the
external electromagnetic fields (Table 5).

This experiment confirmed the hypothesis
of receiving the data from the air, which are
discarded if the checksum is applied. It also showed
that the rejection of all control and recovery

mechanisms significantly reducedthe
electromagnetic compatible of the capsule (that
degraded byseveral hundred times one of the key
indicators of its work – the probability of a
successful image transmission) in a domestic
environment – the presence in the air of Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth signals and other sources at frequencies
of 2.4-2.5 GHz is the condition of the environment
in almost every city and place. Thus, the total
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Fig. 6. Capsule consumption at different levels of voltage when using the checksum for radio transmitter

Fig. 7. Capsule consumption at different levels of voltage when using the noiseless coding for radio transmitter

rejection of the control and/or recovery
mechanisms is unacceptable.

The third experiment involved the image
transmission using the noiseless coding, which
allowed to recover the packet in the case of a limited
number of errors. The results are shown in Table 6.

The result can be interpreted as follows:
despite the BER decline, which is predicted for the
Reed-Solomon code and a packet length of 32 bytes
at the level of the two orders, the percentage of the
errors is comparable with the experiment, in which

the checksum was used. This is a consequence of
the presence of a small number of incorrect packets,
in which there are a large number of incorrect bits.
The experiment confirmed the assumption about
the uneven distribution of the likelihood of the
incorrect bits. In other words, the experiment
showedif getting a single incorrect bit the
probability of obtaining the second consecutive
incorrect bits is significantly higher than BER2.

Thus, with other things being equal,it is
preferable to use the Reed-Solomon code over the
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checksum, however the advantage is insignificant
and requires to check other characteristics of the
system that are affected by the use of the checksum
or the Reed-Solomon code, in particular – the
energy consumption, and as a consequence, the
battery life of the capsule.

The final experiment was carried out
using both the checksum and thenoiseless coding
(Table 7).

The result was consistent with the
experiment in whichonly the noiseless coding was
used. When the recovery was possible (ina few
cases), it happened, so the result was slightly better
than when using the checksum. However, the main
source of the packet‘s loss and, accordingly, the
images arethe large groups of invalid bits, which
cannot be recovered. Adding the checksum to the
noiseless coding has not changed the key
indicator– the probability of the image loss.

Now, to select between the noiseless
coding and the checksum, compare the
consumption of the endoscopic capsule mockup.
Since the checksum is implemented strictly at the
transmitter crystal and the noiseless coding is
programmed, it is energetically more efficient to
use the checksum. To confirm this hypothesis and
determine the influence of the noiseless coding on
the capsule life time, let us carry out an experiment,
which scheme is shown in Figure 5.

The first experiment shows a graph of the
endoscopic capsule consumption when using the
checksum at different levels of the supply voltage
(simulating low battery). The graph is shown in
Figure 6

The second experiment shows a graph of
the consumption when using the noiseless coding
(Figure7).

It is clear from the graphs that the excess
energy when using the noiseless coding is 5mA
during the data transfer (the second “step” in the
chart). The average value of the excess is about
2mA. Taking into account the average
consumption of the capsule of 16mA, the excess is
12.5%, which, respectively, reduces the endoscopic
capsule battery life by 12.5%.

Given the small difference in the number
of unrecognizable images it is proposed to use the
checksum only.

CONCLUSION

Thus, for the developed wireless capsule
and the receiver of the “Landish” capsule
endoscopic complex we identified the features for
the implementation of the images
transmissionprocess. Avalid choice in favor of
theunidirectional communication without a wireless
capsule configuration was made.

It has been experimentally shown that the
non-use of any control mechanisms significantly
increases the percentage of “broken” images due
to the lack of any software methods of suppression
of the high electromagnetic sensitivity of the radio
receiving circuit, while the difference between the
use of the noiseless coding and the checksums
was insignificant (in favor of the noiseless coding
). It was found that the noiseless coding
significantly reduces the wireless capsule battery
life and the choice was made in favor of the use of
the checksums.

In the future it is planned to conduct the
testing and the debugging of the data transmission
system between the endoscopic capsule and the
receiver with the selected in the article approaches.
It is expected that the system will have low power
consumption and will not yield to the analogues
on the efficiency and the quality of the data
transfer.
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